The landscape of learning.

The first-ever Springer Ecology Sale. With so many high-quality titles to choose from, we're confident you'll find this sale a reservoir of knowledge.

New resources – at a fraction of the cost!

For a limited time only, we're cutting prices of selected titles up to 50% – see overleaf.

Choose from a range of key titles.

Professional reference works, handbooks, manuals and textbooks span the spectrum from Atmospheric Research to Water Resources. The potential impact is tremendous.

Order now to ensure your quality choice!

Due to limited availability of stock, the sale must end June 30, 2004. So take advantage now while your chosen titles are still available.

Here's why you should order NOW:

✔ The price is right!
✔ Sale is time-limited until June 30, 2004
✔ All titles are of premium quality
✔ Ordering process is easy – see overleaf

springeronline.com/ecologysale

P.S. Sale not valid in North and South America

Impact the learning environment!

Just two of the many outstanding books on sale:

Treatment of Contaminated Soil: Fundamentals, Analysis, Applications
By R. Stegmann (Ed.)

Regular Price € 134.95    Sale Price € 79.95

This unique book offers a short but concise overview of the important features of this subject, making it perfectly suitable as a high-quality reference work. The appendix contains a detailed survey of materials, test methods and apparatuses as well as a description of analytical directions and processes. The text is ideal for scientists, professionals, and students.

Environmental Modelling and Prediction
By G. Peng (Ed.)

Regular Price € 89.95    Sale Price € 62.95

In this excellently illustrated book, an international team of specialists consider the natural environment as an integrated system. The authors explore new theories and methods in environment prediction such as systems analysis and information theory. Attention is given to new achievements in remote sensing tele-metering and geographic information systems. Ideal choice for scientists and students.

How to order →